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Abstract
In this paper path discovery games are introduced, and complexity of the game problems
is studied. It is shown that the path discovery game problem played on directed graphs is
PSPACE-complete, and the path discovery game problem played on undirected graphs is in the
class SSPACE(nlogn). Moreover, it is shown that the acyclic path discovery game problems
played on directed graphs and on undirected graphs are both NP-complete. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Games provide many problems which appear to be beyond the limits of practical
computation although they are theoretically solvable. Even and Tarjan [1] considered
generalized Hex and showed that the problem of determining whether the rst player
wins is PSPACE-complete if each player plays perfectly. Generalized Hex is the
rst natural game problem shown to be PSPACE-complete. Since then, many two-
person perfect-information game problems have been studied. Schaefer [8] showed
that some game problems including the generalized Geography game problem are
PSPACE-complete. Kasai et al. [4] showed that the two-person pebble game prob-
lem is EXPTIME-complete, and studied complexity of some restricted pebble game
problems. Stockmeyer and Chandra [9] showed complexity of some combinatorial game
problems.
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Table 1
The complexity of natural two-person games played on n n boards has also been
studied. Fraenkel and Lichtenstein [2] showed that the Chess problem is EXPTIME-
complete. Robson [6, 7] showed similar results for the Go problem and the Checkers
problem.
Path discovery games introduced in this paper are one-person games played on
graphs. Path discovery games are similar to familiar Japanese puzzles named Hakoiri-
musume. Although pieces of Hakoiri-musume have several dierent sizes and shapes,
both boards and pieces (chessmen) in path discovery games are assigned ranks instead
of sizes and shapes. The rank of each chessman is shown in Table 1. Fig. 1 is an
instance of path discovery games. The chessman drawn on the upper left side in each
square of the board is the rank of the square, and the gure drawn on the center of
each square is the chessman placed on the square. The rank of a chessman must be
equivalent to or less than that of the square. At any time, a chessman can be moved
only to a square containing no chessman. Therefore, the king can go into and out of
all squares, and pawns can go into and out of only pawn squares (squares permitted
for pawns). The goal of games is to move a special chessman to the exit by moving
chessmen successfully (in Fig. 1 the special chessman is a white bishop). The path
discovery game problem is to decide whether for a given game the special chessman
can be moved to the exit.
In Theorem 1 it is shown that the path discovery game problem which has no restric-
tion, that is, the path discovery game problem played on directed graphs is PSPACE-
complete.
We investigate how complexity varies by adding restrictions to the path discovery
game problem played on directed graphs.
First, the given graphs are restricted to undirected graphs. Undirected graphs can be
regarded as special directed graphs since an undirected edge can be replaced with two
symmetric directed edges. For such a symmetric property of undirected graphs, Lewis
and Papadimitriou [5] introduced a notion of symmetric computation. They showed
that the space complexity for such symmetric computations is located intermediately
between the corresponding space complexity for deterministic and nondeterministic
computations. Therefore, it would seem that a problem on undirected graphs is equiv-
alent to or easier than the corresponding problem on directed graphs. In fact, Jones
[3] showed that the graph accessibility problem for directed graphs (GAP) is NLOG-
complete, and Lewis and Papadimitriou [5] showed that the corresponding problem for
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Fig. 1. A path discovery game.
undirected graphs (UGAP) is SSPACE(log n)-complete. In Theorem 2 we show that
the path discovery game problem played on undirected graphs is in SSPACE(n log n),
where n is the size of the board (that is, the number of nodes in the graph). This
proof uses the fundamental lemma in [5] which facilitates the construction of symmet-
ric Turing machines.
Next, we forbid any chessman to visit the same node more than once. We call
these problems acyclic. We show that acyclic path discovery game problems played
on directed graphs and on undirected graphs are both NP-complete (Theorem 3 and
Corollary 1).
2. Preliminaries
Let G=(V; E); jV j= n, be a directed or an undirected graph, and let t be the special
node in V . Let D= fS1; : : : ;Smg, 16m<n, be a set of chessmen, and let Sk be the
special chessman in D. The graph G is said to be a board, and the node t is said to
be the exit. Let f :V !N be a ranking function for nodes in G, and let g : D!N
be a ranking function for chessmen. Initially, each chessman S is placed on a node
u such that g(S)6f(u). Two or more chessmen cannot be placed on one node at the
same time. [u;S] denotes that a chessman S is placed on a node u, and [u; ] denotes
that no chessman is placed on u.
Let e be an edge in G, where e= fu; vg if G is an undirected graph and e=(u; v)
if G is a directed graph. If [u;S], [v; ], and g(S)6f(v), then the chessman S on u
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can be moved to v (that is, [u; ], [v;S]). Any set I such that
I = f[uij ;Sj] j 16j6m; g(Sj)6f(uij)g[ f[uij ; ] jm+ 16j6ng
is said to be a position. Positions represent placement of each chessman. Then we intro-
duce a relation ‘H such that I ‘H I 0 if and only if e2E; [u;S]; [v; ]2 I; g(S)6f(v),
and I 0=(I − f[u;S]; [v; ]g)[f[u; ]; [v;S]g. Let ‘H be the reexive and transitive
closure of ‘H . Let u and v be nodes such that (u; v)2E (or fu; vg2E). Let S be a
chessman such that g(S)6f(v). Let I be a position including [u;S] and [v; ]. Then,
a position I([u;S]; v) is dened as follows:
I([u;S]; v)= (I − f[u;S]; [v; ]g)[f[u; ]; [v;S]g:
A path discovery game is an eight-tuple H =(V; E; D; f; g; t;Sk ; I0), where I0 is the
initial position. The goal of this game is to move Sk to the exit t from I0 by moving
chessmen on G successfully. A solution of H is the following sequence of positions:
I0 ‘H If ; [t;Sk ]2 If :
That is, the solution is a procedure to move the special chessman to the exit from I0.
The path discovery game problem is to decide whether there is a solution for a given
game H . A solution is said to be acyclic if no chessman visits the same node more
than once in the game. The acyclic path discovery game problem is to decide whether
there is an acyclic solution for a given game H .
Sets PDGd, PDGu, APDGd, and APDGu are dened as follows:
PDGd = fH j the board of H is a directed graph, and
H has a solutiong;
PDGu = fH j the board of H is an undirected graph, and
H has a solutiong;
APDGd = fH j the board of H is a directed graph, and
H has an acyclic solutiong;
APDGu = fH j the board of H is an undirected graph, and
H has an acyclic solutiong:
That is, the set PDGd is the path discovery game problem played on directed graphs,
and the set PDGu is the path discovery game problem played on undirected graphs.
Similarly, APDGd is the acyclic game problem played on directed graphs, and APDGu
is the acyclic game problem played on undirected graphs.
3. Main results
In the gures which appear throughout this paper, the rank of both nodes and chess-
men are denoted by the shape assigned to each rank in Table 1 such as star, hexagon,
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Fig. 2. The initial position of the game H1.
and so on. If there are two edges (u; v) and (v; u) in directed graphs, then the two
directed edges are replaced by one undirected edge fu; vg.
Before showing that PDGd is PSPACE-complete, we discuss games played on two
graphs (Figs. 2 and 3).
Let G01 = (V
0
1 ; E
0
1) be a directed graph, where
V 01 = fag[ fbi j 16i63g[ fci j 16i63g[ fdi j 16i65g[ fei j 16i66g;
E01 = f (c3; b3); (b3; e6); (e6; d3); (d3; c1); (d4; c2); (c2; b2);
(b2; e4); (e4; a); (a; e3); (e3; b1); (b1; e2); (e2; d1);
(e1; e4); (e4; e3); (e3; e2); (e2; e1); (e1; c2); (c2; e1);
(e1; d3); (d3; e1); (e6; e5); (e5; e6); (e5; d4); (d4; e5);
(d1; d2); (d2; d1); (d2; c1); (c1; d2); (d4; d5); (d5; d4);
(d5; c3); (c3; d5) g:
Let H1 = (V 001 ; E
00
1 ; D1; f1; g1; b3;B4; I1;0) be a path discovery game, where
V 001 =V
0
1 [fd6g;
E001 =E
0
1 [f(d6; c3)g;
D1 = fQi j 16i62g[ fBi j 16i64g[ fKNi j 16i63g
[fRi j 16i64g[ fPi j 16i64g;
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Fig. 3. The initial position I2; 0 of the game H2.
f1(u)=
8>>>><
>>>>:
2 if u2fag;
3 if u2fbi j 16i63g;
4 if u2fci j 16i63g;
5 if u2fdi j 16i65g;
6 if u2fei j 16i66g;
g1(S)=
8>>>><
>>>>:
2 if S2fQi j 16i62g;
3 if S2fBi j 16i63g;
4 if S2fKNi j 16i63g;
5 if S2fRi j 16i65g;
6 if S2fPi j 16i66g
and
I1;0 = f [a;Q1]; [b1;B1]; [b2;Q2]; [b3;B3]; [c1;KN1 ];
[c2;KN2 ]; [c3;KN3 ]; [d1; ]; [d2;R1]; [d3; ];
[d4;B2]; [d5;R4]; [d6;B4]; [e1;R2]; [e2;P1];
[e3;P2]; [e4;P3]; [e5;R3]; [e6;P4] g:
The initial position I1;0 of the game H1 is shown in Fig. 2.
Lemma 1. The game H1 has a solution I1;0 ‘H1 If ; where If is a nal position including
[d4; ] and [d6; ].
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Proof. The game has a solution I1;0 ‘H1 I1 ‘H1    ‘H1 I27 ‘H1 If , where
I1 = I1;0([e1;R2]; d3); I2 = I1([e2;P1]; e1);
I3 = I2([b1;B1]; e2); I4 = I3([e2;B1]; d1);
I5 = I4([e3;P2]; e2); I6 = I5([a;Q1]; e3);
I7 = I6([e3;Q1]; b1); I8 = I7([e4;P3]; e3);
I9 = I8([b2;Q2]; e4); I10 = I9([e4;Q2]; a);
I11 = I10([e1;P1]; e4); I12 = I11([c2;KN2 ]; e1);
I13 = I12([d4;B2]; c2); I14 = I13([c2;B2]; b2);
I15 = I14([e1;KN2 ]; c2); I16 = I15([d3;R2]; e1);
I17 = I16([e5;R3]; d4); I18 = I17([e6;P4]; e5);
I19 = I18([b3;B3]; e6); I20 = I19([e6;B3]; d3);
I21 = I20([e5;P4]; e6); I22 = I21([d4;R3]; e5);
I23 = I22([d5;R4]; d4); I24 = I23([c3;KN3 ]; d5);
I25 = I24([d6;B4]; c3); I26 = I25([c3;B4]; b3);
I27 = I26([d5;KN3 ]; c3); If = I27([d4;R4]; d5):
The procedure stated in the proof of Lemma 1 is one of the solutions such that
I1;0 ‘H If ; [d4; ]; [d6; ]2 If . We call these procedures Pr-1 in the proof of
Theorem 1.
Let m be a positive integer (m>2). Let G2 = (V2; E2) be a directed graph, where
V2 = ft; b1; b2g[ fdi j 16i6mg[ fei j 16i65g
[fei; j j 16i6m; 16j62g[ fem+1;1g;
E2 = f(di+1; di) j 16i6m− 1g
[f(ei;2; ei;1); (ei+1;1; ei;2) j 16i6mg
[f(d1; ei;2) j 16i6mg[ f(ei;1; b2) j 26i6mg
[f(e1;1; b1); (e1;1; e1); (b1; e1); (e1; b2); (b2; e3); (b2; e5); (b2; dm); (e3; e2);
(e5; e4); (d1; em+1;1); (em+1;1; t)g:
Let f2 : V2!N be the following function:
f2(u)=
8>><
>>:
1 if u2ftg;
3 if u2fbi j 16i62g;
5 if u2fdi j 16i6mg;
6 if u2fei;1; ei;2 j 16i6mg[ fem+1;1g[ fei j 16i65g:
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Let H2 = (V 02 ; E
0
2; D2; f
0
2 ; g2; t;K; I2;0) be a path discovery game, where
V 02 =V2 [fd0i j 16i6mg;
E02 =E2 [f(d0i ; ei;1); (ei;2; d0i ) j 16i6mg;
D2 = fKg[ fBi j 16i6m+ 2g[ fRi j 16i6mg[ fPi j 16i62m+ 1g;
f02(u)=

f2(u) if u 2 V2;
5 if u 2 fd0i j 16i6mg;
g2(S)=
8>><
>>:
1 if S 2 fKg;
3 if S 2 fBi j 16i6m+ 2g;
5 if S 2 fRi j 16i6mg;
6 if S 2 fPi j 16i62m+ 3g
and
I2;0 = f[t; ]; [b1;K]; [b2;Bm+2]; [e1;Bm+1]; [e2; ]; [e3;P2m+2]; [e4; ];
[e5;P2m+3]; [em;1;P2m+1]g[ f[d0i ;Bm+i] j 16i6mg
[f[di;Ri j 16i6mg[ f[ei;1;P2i−1]; [ei;2;P2i] j 16i6mg:
The initial position of the game H2 is shown in Fig. 3.
Lemma 2. (1) The game H2 has a solution.
(2) Let J be a nonempty subset of fi j 16i6mg. For each j2 J; let S0j be a
chessman such that g2(S0j)>3. Let I
0
2;0 be the following position:
I 02;0 = (I2;0 − f[d0j ;Bm+j] j j2 Jg)[f[d0j ;S0j] j j2 Jg:
Then; there is no solution of a game H 02 = (V
0
2 ; E
0
2; D
0
2; f2; g2; t;K; I
0
2;0); where
D02 = (D2 − fBm+j j j2 Jg)[fS0j j j2 Jg:
Proof. (1) In the game H2, chessmen of the same rank do not need to be distinguished
since no chessman has the same rank as the special chessman K. Therefore, for every
i; Bi ; Ri, and Pi are denoted by B, R, and P, respectively.
The special chessman K on b1 can be moved to the exit t if the game is played as
follows:
(a) The initial position I2;0 is changed into a position I 01 according to a procedure
I2;0 ‘H2 I1 ‘H2    ‘H2 I9 ‘H2 I 01, where
I1 = I2;0([e3;P]; e2);
I2 = I1([b2;B]; e3);
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I3 = I2([e5;P]; e4);
I4 = I3([e1;B]; b2);
I5 = I4([b2;B]; e5);
I6 = I5([b1;K]; e1);
I7 = I6([e1;K]; b2);
I 01 = I7([e1;1;P]; e1):
(b) In a position I 0k ; 16k6m, let S1; : : : ;Sm be chessmen on d1; : : : ; dm, respectively.
(i) If k 6= m, then the position I 0k is changed into a position I 0k+1 according to a
procedure I 0k ‘H2 I1 ‘H2    ‘H2 Im+4 ‘H2 Im+5 ‘H2 I 0k+1, where
I1 = I 0k([d
0
k ;B]; ek;1);
I2 = I1([ek;1;B]; b);
I3 = I2([ek;2;P]; ek;1);
I4 = I3([d1;S1]; ek;2);
I5 = I4([ek;2;S1]; d0k);
I6 = I5([ek+1;1;P]; ek;2);
I7 = I6([d2;S2]; d1);
I8 = I7([d3;S3]; d2);
...
Im+5 = Im+4([dm;Sm]; dm−1);
I 0k+1 = Im+5([b2;S]; dm)
and the node b which appears in the denition of the above position I2 and the
chessman S which appears in the denition of the above position I 0k+1 are dened
as follows:
b=

b1 if k =1;
b2 otherwise;
S=

K if k =1;
B otherwise:
(ii) If k =m, then the position I 0m is changed into the nal position If according
to a procedure I 0m ‘H2 I1 ‘H2    ‘H2 I8 ‘H2 If , where
I1 = I 0m([d
0
m;B]; em;1);
I2 = I1([em;1;B]; b2);
I3 = I2([em;2;P]; em;1);
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I4 = I3([d1;R]; em;2);
I5 = I4([em;2;R]; d0m);
I6 = I5([em+1;1;P]; em;2);
I7 = I6([d2;K]; d1);
I8 = I7([d1;K]; em+1;1);
If = I8([em+1;1;K]; t):
(2) In order to move the chessman K on b1 to the exit t, K must pass along the
following path PK :
PK : b1; e1; b2; dm; dm−1; : : : ; d1; em+1;1; t:
In order to move K to b2, chessmen P on e3, B on b2, P on e5, and B on e1 must
be moved to e2, e3, e4, and e5, respectively. Assume that after the moves, K on b1
and P on e1;1 are moved to b2 and e1, respectively, and let I 001 be this position. In the
position I 001 , one blank is on b1 and another blank is on e1;1. From I
00
1 , in order to move
K to dm, to dm−1; : : : ; to d1, to em+1;1, and to t; m chessmen R on d1; : : : ; dm must be
removed from the path PK . Points to which chessmen R on d1; : : : ; dm can be moved
are only nodes in fd0i j 16i6mg. Each chessman P on e1;2, e2;1, e2;2; : : : ; em;2 can only
be moved to e1;1, e1;2, e2;1; : : : ; em;1, respectively, and after these moves each chessman
P is xed. Therefore, the chessman R on di in the position I 001 must be moved to node
d0i through ei;2. If once R on di is moved to d
0
i then the chessman R is xed on d
0
i .
Let i be the least element in the set J . For each k (26k6i), let I 00k be the following
position:
I 00k =(I
0
k − f[d0j ;B] j j2 Jg)[f[d0j ;S0j] j j2 Jg:
Then, the game can be played according to the procedure in the proof of Lemma 2(1)
as follows:
I 001 ‘H 02 I
00
2 ‘H 02    ‘

H 02
I 00i :
In the position I 00i , the chessman K is placed on dm−i+2. Since the ranks of b1 and b2
are higher than that of chessman S0i on d
0
i , S
0
i cannot be moved to b2 (if i=1 then
b1). Therefore, if the chessman S0i on d
0
i is moved to ei;1 then S
0
i is xed on ei;1, and
all chessmen on e1, e1;1 e1;2; : : : ; em;2, em+1;1 are xed. Accordingly, all chessmen R
on d1; : : : ; dm−i+1 are xed, and K cannot be moved to t.
Theorem 1. The path discovery game problem played on directed graphs (PDGd) is
PSPACE-complete.
Proof. It is obvious that PDGd is in PSPACE since a polynomial-space-bounded
nondeterministic Turing machine which accepts the path discovery game problem can
be constructed. The nondeterministic Turing machine keeps a game position on a work
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tape, and guesses nondeterministically which chessman will be moved next and where
to. Therefore, we show that all problems which are in PSPACE are polynomial time
reducible to PDGd.
Let L be an arbitrary problem in PSPACE. Then, there is a p(n)-space-bounded
single-tape deterministic Turing machine M =(Q, ,  , , B, q1, F) to accept L, where
p is some polynomial, Q= fq1; q2; : : : ; qrg is the nite set of states, = f0; 1g is the in-
put alphabet,  = f0; 1; Bg is the tape alphabet, (Q−fqrg) !Q f+1;−1g is
the next-move function, B2  is the blank symbol, q1 is the initial state, and F = fqrg
is the set of the accepting state. Let w=w1w2   wn(2 ) be an input for M . Initially,
the tape holds w, one symbol per cell starting with the leftmost cell. All cells to the
right of the cells containing the input string are blank. For a state q 2 Q − fqrg and
a tape symbol X 2 , we write (q; X )= ? if (q; X ) is undened. We show that a
path discovery game H =(V; E; D; f; g; t;K; I0) of which the board is a directed graph
can be constructed in polynomial time, and that M accepts w if and only if H has a
solution.
First, we construct the board G=(V; E) of the path discovery game H and the rank-
ing function for nodes in G. The directed graph G is constructed from two subgraphs
G1 and G2. G1 is constructed from the next-move function of M (that is, G1 is the
composition of the graphs GiqX constructed from each q2Q and X 2 ). Congura-
tions of M are represented by placement of chessmen on G1. Suppose that placement
of chessmen on G1 represents a conguration C such that the state is q and the head
indicates the ith cell which includes X (this position is denoted by IC), and let C0
be a conguration such that C ‘M C0. Then, by moving chessmen on GiqX according
to a procedure, the position IC can be changed into the position IC0 representing C0.
By moves of chessmen on nodes in G2, whether moves of chessmen on nodes in G1
corresponding to moves of M were correctly done is checked (that is, if the game such
that IC0 ‘H ICf was not played, then the special chessman K cannot be moved to the
exit t, where IC0 and ICf are the positions representing the initial conguration C0 and
an accepting conguration Cf , respectively). G is constructed by connecting G1 and
G2 with directed edges.
We construct a directed subgraph G1 = (V1; E1) of G. G1 consists of graphs con-
structed from elements in Q . For each (q; X )2Q , the following graphs GiqX =
(V iqX ; E
i
qX ) are constructed:
1. If (q; X )= (q0; X 0; j), then for each Y 2 , p(n)− 1 graphs GiqX;Y =(V iqX;Y ; EiqX; Y )
are constructed, where
(a) If j=−1 then 26i6p(n),
(b) If j=+1 then 16i6p(n)− 1,
(c) V iqX;Y = fbiX 0 ; bi+jY g[ fdiqX; k ; di+jq0Y; k j 16k62g
[ fciqX;1; ci+jq0Y;1g[ faiqX; Y;1; biqX; Y;1; ciqX; Y;1; diqX; Y;1g
[ feiqX; Y; k j 16k66g;
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(d) EiqX;Y = f (ci+jq0Y;1; biqX; Y;1); (biqX; Y;1; eiqX;Y;6);
(eiqX;Y;6; d
i
qX; Y;1); (d
i
qX; Y;1; c
i
qX;1);
(di+jq0Y;1; c
i
qX; Y;1); (c
i
qX; Y;1; b
i+j
Y );
(bi+jY ; e
i
qX; Y;4); (e
i
qX; Y;4; a
i
qX; Y;1);
(aiqX; Y;1; e
i
qX; Y;3); (e
i
qX; Y;3; b
i
X 0);
(biX 0 ; e
i
qX; Y;2); (e
i
qX; Y;2; d
i
qX;1);
(eiqX; Y;1; e
i
qX;Y;4); (e
i
qX;Y;4; e
i
qX; Y;3);
(eiqX; Y;3; e
i
qX; Y;2); (e
i
qX; Y;2; e
i
qX; Y;1);
(eiqX; Y;1; c
i
qX; Y;1); (c
i
qX; Y;1; e
i
qX; Y;1);
(eiqX; Y;1; d
i
qX; Y;1); (d
i
qX; Y;1; e
i
qX; Y;1);
(eiqX; Y;6; e
i
qX; Y;5); (e
i
qX; Y;5; e
i
qX; Y;6);
(eiqX; Y;5; d
i+j
q0Y;1); (d
i+j
q0Y;1; e
i
qX; Y;5);
(diqX;1; d
i
qX;2); (d
i
qX;2; d
i
qX;1);
(diqX;2; c
i
qX;1); (c
i
qX;1; d
i
qX;2);
(di+jq0Y;1; d
i+j
q0Y;2); (d
i+j
q0Y;2; d
i+j
q0Y;1);
(di+jq0Y;2; c
i+j
q0Y;1); (c
i+j
q0Y;1; d
i+j
q0Y;2)g:
For each GiqX;Y , the ranking function for nodes, f
i
qX;Y : V
i
qX;Y ! N, is dened as
follows:
fiqX;Y (u)=
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
2 if u2faiqX; Y;1g;
3 if u2fbiX 0 ; bi+jY ; biqX; Y;1g;
4 if u2fciqX;1; ci+jq0Y;1; ciqX; Y;1g;
5 if u2fdiqX;1; diqX;2; di+jq0Y;1; di+jq0Y;2; diqX; Y;1g;
6 if u2feiqX; Y; k j 16k66g:
GiqX; Y is isomorphic to the subgraph G
0
1 in the graph (board) on which the game
H1 of Lemma 1 is played, and the rank assigned to each node in GiqX;Y is equal to
the rank of the corresponding node in G01. A directed graph G
i
qX;Y in which each
node is assigned the rank is shown in Fig. 4. For each i, a graph GiqX =(V
i
qX ; E
i
qX )
is constructed, where
V iqX =
S
Y2 
V iqX; Y and E
i
qX =
S
Y2 
EiqX; Y :
Note thatT
Y2 
V iqX; Y = fbiX 0 ; ciqX;1; diqX;1; diqX;2g
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Fig. 4. A subgraph GiqX; Y in G1 constructed from (q; X ) such that (q; X )= (q
0; X 0; j), where Y 2 .
and T
Y2 
EiqX; Y = f(diqX;1; diqX;2); (diqX;2; diqX;1); (diqX;2; ciqX;1); (ciqX;1; diqX;2)g:
For each GiqX , the ranking function for nodes, f
i
qX : V
i
qX ! N, is dened as follows:
fiqX (u)=f
i
qX;Y (u); if u2V iqX;Y :
For convenience, if j=−1 then let G1qX =(V 1qX ; E1qX ), V 1qX =EiqX =, and if j=+1
then let Gp(n)qX =(V
p(n)
qX ; E
p(n)
qX ), V
p(n)
qX =E
p(n)
qX =.
2. If (q; X )= ? then let GiqX =(V iqX ; EiqX ), V iqX =EiqX =, 16i6p(n).
Node sets VB, VKN , and VRk , 16k63, are dened as follows:
VB= fbiX jX 2 ; 16i6p(n)g;
VKN = fciqX;1 j q2Q; X 2 ; 16i6p(n)g;
VRk = fdiqX;k j q2Q; X 2 ; 16i6p(n)g; 16k62;
VR3 = fdiqrX;3 jX 2 ; 16i6p(n)g:
In Fig. 4, nodes in VB are denoted by bold pentagons, and nodes in VR1 are denoted
by bold triangles. The nodes set V1 and the edges set E1 of G1 are dened as follows:
V1 =
0
B@ S
qX2(Q−fqrg) 
16i6p(n)
V iqX
1
CA [VB [VKN [
 S
16k63
VRk
!
;
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E1 =
0
B@ S
qX2(Q−fqrg) 
16i6p(n)
EiqX
1
CA [f(diqrX;3; ciqrX;1) jX 2 ; 16i6p(n)g:
The ranking function for nodes in G1, f1 : V1 ! N, is dened as follows:
f1(u)=
8>><
>>:
fiqX (u) if u2V iqX ;
3 if u2VB;
4 if u2VKN ;
5 if u2S16k63VRk :
Let m= jVR1 j=3rp(n). Then, let G2 = (V2; E2) be the subgraph in the graph (board)
on which the game H2 of Lemma 2 is played, and let f2 :V2!N be the ranking
function for nodes in G2.
A function h : VR1 ! N is dened as follows:
h(diqjX;1)= 3(j − 1)p(n) + kp(n) + i;
where
k =
8<
:
0 if X =0;
1 if X =1;
2 if X =B:
The function h enumerates nodes in VR1 . The node set V and the edge set E of the
board G are dened as follows:
V =V1 [V2; E=
S
16k66
Ek;
where
E3 = f(e2; diqrX;1) jX 2 ; 16i6p(n)g;
E4 = f(e4; diqrX;3) jX 2 ; 16i6p(n)g;
E5 = f(h−1(i); ei;1) j 16i6mg;
E6 = f(ei;2; h−1(i)) j 16i6mg:
G1 and G2 are connected with edges in E3, E4, E5 and E6.
The ranking function for nodes in G, f :V ! N, is dened as follows:
f(u)=fk(u); if u2Vk; k 2f1; 2g:
Let n0 be the number of pairs (q; X ) such that (q; X ) 6=?. A chessmen set D is dened
as follows:
D=KING [QUEEN [BISHOP [KNIGHT [ROOK [PAWN;
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where
KING = fKg;
QUEEN = fQi j 16i6(3n0 + 1)(p(n)− 1)g;
BISHOP = fBi j 16i6(6n0 + 2)p(n) + m+ 3g;
KNIGHT = fKN i j 16i63n0(p(n)− 1) + mg;
ROOK = fRi j 16i66n0(p(n)− 1) + 2mg;
PAWN = fPi j 16i612n0(p(n)− 1) + 2m+ 3g:
The ranking function for chessmen, g : D!N, is dened as follows:
g(S)=
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
1 if S2KING;
2 if S2QUEEN;
3 if S2BISHOP;
4 if S2KNIGHT;
5 if S2ROOK;
6 if S2PAWN:
Chessmen of the same rank do not need to be distinguished since no chessman has
the same rank as the special chessman K. Therefore, chessmen in QUEEN, BISHOP,
KNIGHT, ROOK, and PAWN are denoted by Q, B, KN, R, and P, respectively.
Note that the following holds:
jV j= jDj+ 3:
In the game H , congurations of M are represented by placement of chessmen on
the board G. Therefore, we dene positions representing congurations. Initially, sets
A1; : : : ; A10 are dened as follows:
A1 = f[b;B] j b2VBg;
A2 = f[d;B] jd2VR1g;
A3 = f[d;R] jd2VR2g;
A4 = f[c;KN] j c2VKN g;
A5 = f[aiqX; Y;1;Q] j(−1); Y 2 ; 26i6p(n)g
[ f[aiqX; Y;1;Q] j(+1); Y 2 ; 16i6p(n)− 1g;
A6 = f[biqX; Y;1;B]; [diqX; Y;1;B] j(−1); Y 2 ; 26i6p(n)g
[ f[biqX; Y;1;B]; [diqX; Y;1;B] j(+1); Y 2 ; 16i6p(n)− 1g
[ f[d;B] jd2VR3g;
A7 = f[ciqX; Y;1;KN] j(−1); Y 2 ; 26i6p(n)g
[ f[ciqX; Y;1;KN] j(+1); Y 2 ; 16i6p(n)− 1g;
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A8 = f[eiqX; Y;1;R]; [eiqX; Y;5;R] j(−1); Y 2 ; 26i6p(n)g
[ f[eiqX; Y;1;R]; [eiqX; Y;5;R] j(+1); Y 2 ; 16i6p(n)− 1g
[ f[di;R] j 16i6mg;
A9 = f[eiqX; Y; j ;P] j(−1); Y 2 ; j2f2; 3; 4; 6g; 26i6p(n)g
[ f[eiqX; Y; j ;P] j(+1); Y 2 ; j2f2; 3; 4; 6g; 16i6p(n)− 1g
[ f[ei; j ;P] j 16i6m; 16j62g
[ f[em+1;1;P]g;
A10 = f[t; ]; [b1;K]; [b2;B]; [e1;B]; [e2;B]; [e3;P]; [e4;B]; [e5;P]g;
where (k); k 2f−1;+1g, represents (q; X )= (q0; X 0; k).
Let C = 12    i−1qi    p(n) be a conguration. Sets A01; A02, and A06 are dened
as follows:
A01 = (A1 − f[bkk ;B] j 16k6p(n); k 6= ig)[f[bkk ;Q] j 16k6p(n); k 6= ig;
A02 = (A2 − f[diqi ;1;B]g)[f[diqi ;1; ]g;
A06 =
(
(A6 − f[diqi ; i+j ;1;B]g)[f[diqi ; i+j ;1; ]g if (q; i)= (q0; X 0; j);
(A6 − f[diqri ;3;B]g)[f[diqri ;3; ]g if q= qr:
The position representing the conguration C is the following set IC :
IC =A01 [A02 [A3 [A4 [A5 [A06 [A7 [A8 [A9 [A10:
By a simple example we explain how chessmen are placed for a conguration. Sup-
pose that IC is the position representing a conguration C =101    q00   BB, where
the tape head of M indicates the ith cell and (q; 0)= (q0; 1; 1). Placement of chessmen
on nodes in VB and V iq0, which is the nodes set of G
i
q0 constructed from the pair (q; 0),
is shown in Fig. 5. Nodes in VB are drawn with bold pentagons, and the node of the
1st row and the kth column is bk0, the node of the 2nd row and the kth column is b
k
1,
and the node of the 3rd row and the kth column is bkB. The content in the k( 6= i)th
cell of M is represented by chessmen on three nodes bk0; b
k
1, and b
k
B. If the content in
the kth cell is X 2 , then a chessman Q is placed on bkX , and B is placed on other
two nodes. No chessman on nodes diq0;1 and d
i
q0;0;1 implies that the state of M is q
and the head indicates the ith cell which contains 0. For any position there are three
nodes on which there is no chessman. In the position IC nodes on which no chessman
is are diq0;1, d
i
q0;0;1, and the exit t.
As the initial position of the game H the position representing the initial conguration
C0 = q1w1w2   wnBp(n)−n is given. That is,
I0 = IC0 :
Suppose that M 0=(fq1; q2g; f0; 1g; f0; 1; Bg; ; B; q1; fq2g) is a single-tape determin-
istic Turing machine, where (q1; 0)= (q2; 1; 1); (q1; 1)=?, and (q1; B)=?. M 0 is
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Fig. 5. A subposition of the position IC representing a conguration C =101    q00   BB, where the tape
head of M indicates the ith cell, and (q; 0)= (q0; 1; 1).
n + 1 space bounded, where n is the input length. Let w=0 be an input for M . The
initial position of the path discovery game H constructed from M 0 and w is shown in
Fig. 6. Since the input is 0, there is no chessman on d1q10;1 and d
1
q10; B;1, and since the
content in the 2nd cell of the tape of M 0 is B, a chessman Q is placed on b2B. Note
that h−1(1)=d1q10;1; h
−1(2)=d2q10;1; h
−1(3)=d1q11;1; : : : ; h
−1(12)=d2q2B;1.
Since it is obvious that H can be constructed in polynomial time, we show that M
accepts w if and only if H has a solution.
Assume that M accepts w. Let C = 12    i−1qi    p(n); q 6= qr , be a congura-
tion of M , and let (q; i)= (q0; 0i ; j). If C ‘M C0, then the game H can be played such
that IC ‘H IC0 by moving chessmen on a subgraph G0iqi ; i+j =(V iqi ; i+j [V 0; Eiqi ; i+j [E0)
in G according to the procedure Pr-1 of Lemma 1, where
V 0=
8><
>:
fdi+jqri+j ;3g if q0= qr;
fdi+jq0i+j ; Z;1g if (q0; i+j)= (q00; 0i+j; j); and
Z is written in the (i + j + j0)th cell;
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Fig. 6. The initial position of the game H constructed from 1DTM M 0 and its input w=0.
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E0=
8><
>:
f(di+jqri+j ;3; c
i+j
q0i+j ;1)g if q0= qr;
f(di+jq0i+j ; Z;1; c
i+j
q0i+j ;1)g if (q0; i+j)= (q00; 0i+j; j); and
Z is written in the (i + j + j0)th cell:
This implies that if C0 ‘M Cf then IC0 ‘H ICf (C0 is the initial conguration, and Cf is
the accepting conguration).
Assume that the game H is played from the initial position IC0 up to the position ICf
according to Pr-1. Assume that there is no chessman on nodes diqrX;1 and d
i
qrX;3 in the
position ICf . From the position ICf the game is played such that ICf ‘H I1 ‘H I2, where
I1 = ICf ([e2;B]; d
i
qrX;1);
I2 = I1([e4;B]; diqrX;3)
and after the movements, the special chessman K can be moved to the exit t by moving
chessmen on a subgraph G02 = (V2 [VR1 ; E2 [E5 [E6) in G according to the procedure
of Lemma 2(1) since chessmen B are put on all nodes in VR1 .
Let C = 12    i−1qi    p(n); q 6= qr , be a conguration, and let IC be the position
representing C. Before we give the proof in the other direction, we must consider cases
in which the game is played according to procedures which dier from Pr-1 from the
position IC . For any position of the game H there are exactly three nodes on which no
chessman is, and therefore, we can consider that H is the game which moves blanks
rather than the game which moves chessmen. That is, to move a chessman S on a node
u to a node v, on which no chessman is, is regarded as moving a blank on v to u.
Since one blank is on the exit t, the rst move of the blank on t occurs when
chessman K is moved to t. Therefore, all moves except the last are to move the other
two blanks.
In the position IC one blank (called 1) is on diqi ;1. If (q; i)= (q
0; 0i ; j), then
another blank 2 is on node diqi ; i+j ;1. If the game is played according to the procedure
Pr-1 then two blanks 1 and 2 are moved in pairs. That is, if one blank is on a node in
a subgraph GiqX;Y in the graph G
i
qX constructed from (q; X )= (q
0; X 0; j), then another
one is also on a node in GiqX;Y .
Therefore, we consider cases in which two blanks are moved separately. For example,
if (q1; i−1)= (q2; 0i−1;+1); (q2; i)= (q3; 
0
i ;+1), and (q3; i+1)= (q4; 
0
i+1;+1)
then Gi−1q1i−1 ; i ; G
i
q2i ; i+1 , and G
i+1
q3i+1 ; i+2 are subgraphs in G. Let C be a congura-
tion of M such that the state is q2, the head indicates the ith cell, and contents in the
(i−1)th, ith, and (i+1)th cells are 0i−1; i, and i+1, respectively. Then, in the position
IC placement of chessmen on nodes in subgraphs Gi−1q1i−1 ; i ; G
i
q2i ; i+1 , and G
i+1
q3i+1 ; i+2
is illustrated in Fig. 7. Let 1 be the blank on diq2i ;1, and let 2 be the blank on
diq2i ; i+1 ;1. If 2 is moved to e
i
q2i ; i+1 ;1 to c
i
q2i ; i+1 ;1 to d
i+1
q3i+1 ;1 to d
i+1
q3i+1 ;2 to c
i+1
q3i+1 ;1 and
to di+1q3i+1 ; i+2 ;1, successively, then a chessman R is placed on d
i+1
q3i+1 ;1 and a chessman B
is placed on ci+1q3i+1 ;1. Then, since chessman B on c
i+1
q3i+1 ;1 cannot be moved anywhere,
neither can the chessman R on di+1q3i+1 ;1 be moved anywhere. If from the conguration
IC the blank 1 is moved to ei−1q1i−1 ; i ;5 to e
i−1
q1i−1 ; i ;6 to b
i−1
q1i−1 ; i ;1, successively, then a
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Fig. 7. Placement of chessmen on nodes in Gi−1q1i−1 ; i ; G
i
q2i ; i+1 , and G
i+1
q3i+1 ; i+2 in the position IC .
chessman R is placed on diq2i ;1, and a chessman B is placed on e
i−1
q1i−1 ; i ;6. Then, 1
cannot be moved anywhere until 2 is moved to ciq2i ;1. Therefore, in order to move
1 again, although 2 must be moved to ciq2i ;1 through nodes e
i−1
q1i−1 ; i ;6 and d
i
q2i ;1,
by the transference of 2 at least one chessman R is xed on a node in VR1 .
In the example above, only subgraphs constructed from pairs (q; X ) such that (q; X )
= (q0; X 0;+1) are considered. However, even if subgraphs constructed from pairs (q; X )
such that (q; X )= (q0; X 0; −1) are considered, the same arguments hold. From these
matters the following holds:
If the game is played according to procedures which dier from Pr-1 then some
chessmen R are xed on nodes in VR1 .
Suppose that from the position IC of Fig. 7 the game is played according to Pr-1
such that IC ‘H I1 ‘H    ‘H I24. Then, the blank 1 is on biq2i ; i+1 ;1 and the blank 2
is on ci+1q3i+1 ;1. Since a chessman B is placed on b
i+2
i+2 , a chessman Q is, for instance,
placed on bi+2i+2 . If Pr-1 is followed then the game is played such that I24 ‘H    ‘H IC0 .
Then 1 is on di+1q3i+1 ;1 and 2 is on d
i+1
q3i+1 ; i+2 ;1
. Suppose that from the position I24; 2
is not moved from ci+1q3i+1 ;1 to d
i+1
q3i+1 ; i+2 ;1
, but 2 is moved to di+1q3i+1 ; i+2 ;1 (the position
is called I 0C0). From I
0
C0 if Pr-1 is followed, then B on b
i+2
i+2 cannot be moved to
ai+1q3i+1 ; i+2 ;1, and consequently, Pr-1 cannot be followed.
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Moreover, we must consider the following cases. In Fig. 7 if i= 0i (or i+1 = 
0
i+1)
then bii and b
i
0i
(or bi+1i+1 and b
i+1
0i+1
) are the same. If i= 0i and from the position IC the
game is played such that IC ‘H I1 ‘H    ‘H I5 according to Pr-1, then the chessman
B on diq2i ;1 cannot be moved to b
i
i since a chessman KN is on c
i−1
q1i−1 ; i ;1. If, forcibly,
the chessman B on diq2i ;1 is moved to b
i
i , then the blank 1 on e
i
q2i ; i+1 ;3 in I5 must be
moved to ci−1q1i−1 ; i ;1, and at least one chessman R is xed on a node in VR1 . Similarly, if
i+1 = 0i+1 and from IC the game is played such that IC ‘H I1 ‘H    ‘H I10 according
to Pr-1, then since a chessman P is placed on ei+1q3i+1 ; i+2 ;3, Q on a
i+1
q3i+1 ; i+2 ;1 cannot be
moved to bi+1i+1 without xing R on nodes in VR1 .
Assume that H has a solution. By Lemma 2, we can change the initial position I0
into a position I in which two blanks are on diqrX;1 and d
i
qrX;3 and chessmen B are put
on all nodes except diqrX;1 in VR1 (by moving B on e2 to d
i
qrX;1 from I chessmen B
can be put on all nodes in VR1 ). Since if the game is played according to procedures
which dier from Pr-1 then some chessmen R are xed on nodes in VR1 ; Pr-1 must
be obeyed, and therefore, H can be played according to Pr-1 as follows:
I0 = IC0 ‘H IC1 ‘H    ‘H ICf = I:
This implies that there is the following accepting computation for w of M :
C0 ‘M C1 ‘M    ‘M Cf :
Before showing the complexity of the game problem of which boards are restricted to
undirected graphs, we introduce a symmetric computation class. Let M be a nondeter-
ministic Turing machine. M is symmetric if C ‘M C0 i C0 ‘M C for any congurations
C and C0. Let S : N!N be a function. The class SSPACE(S) is dened as follows:
SSPACE(S)= fL j for some symmetric M; Maccepts L in O(S) spaceg:
For details see [5].
Theorem 2. Let n be the size of the board (that is; the number of the nodes in the
graph). Then; the path discovery game problem played on undirected graphs (PDGu)
is in SSPACE(n log n).
Proof. To show that PDGu 2SSPACE(n log n), rst, we construct a nonsymmetric
4-tape o-line nondeterministic Turing machine M which accepts PDGu in O(n log n)
space. The input alphabet of M is dened as = f0; 1; (; ); f; g; [; ]; ;g, and the blank
symbol is dened as #. M has one read-only input tape IT and three work tapes
WT1; WT2, and WT3.
Let H =(V; E; D; f; g; t;Sk ; I0) be a path discovery game played on an undirected
graph with n nodes. H is encoded in the string over . Let i0 be the exactly dlog ne
bits binary representation of i; 06i6n (that is, if i=0 then i0=0dlog ne, if i=1 then
i0=0dlog ne−11, and so on). Then, V is represented as V^ = f10; 20; : : : ; n0g, and D is
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represented as D^= f10; 20; : : : ; jDj0g: E; f; g; t;Sk , and I0 are represented as E^; f^; g^; t^; S^k ,
and I^ 0 as well as V and D, where the symbol  in positions is encoded as 00: H is
represented as H^ =(V^ ; E^; D^; f^; g^; t^; S^k ; I^ 0).
For a given H^ ; M operates as follows:
1. Whether the input string is correct is checked, and if it is incorrect then M rejects
the input and halts.
2. I^ 0 is copied in WT1.
3. The head of IT is moved to the cell which contains the symbol f of some edge of
E^ (for example, the leftmost edge of E^).
4. M repeats guessing one from the following three nondeterministically and carrying
it out until the input is accepted or rejected:
(a) The head of IT is moved to the cell which contains the symbol f of the left
neighbor edge. If the edge currently scanned is the leftmost one, then M rejects
the input and halts.
(b) The head of IT is moved to the cell which contains the symbol f of the right
neighbor edge. If the edge currently scanned is the rightmost one, then M rejects
the input and halts.
(c) The current edge is scanned. Assume that the edge currently scanned is fi01; j01g.
Then the string fi01; j01g is copied to WT2. Two strings such as [i01; i02] and [j01; j02]
are looked for in WT1, and the string [i01; i
0
2], [j
0
1; j
0
2] is copied in WT3. If
i02 = j
0
2 = 0
0 or i02 6= 00 and j02 6= 00, then M rejects the input and halts. Oth-
erwise, if i02 6= 00, j02 = 00, and g(i2)6f(j1), then strings [i01; i02] and [j01; j02] in
WT1 are rewritten in [i02; 0
0] and [j01; i
0
2], respectively, and if i
0
2 = 0
0, j02 6= 00,
and g(j2)6f(i1), then strings [i01; i
0
2] and [j
0
1; j
0
2] are rewritten in [i
0
1; j
0
2] and
[j01; 0
0], respectively. If i02 6= 00, j02 = 00, and g(i2)>f(j1) or i02 = 00, j02 6= 00,
and g(j2)>f(i1), then M rejects the input and halts.
Since the length of all strings [l1; l2] in WT1 is 2dlog ne + 3, no gap arises
from these rewritings. If there is a string [t^; S^k ] in WT1, then M accepts the
input and halts. Otherwise, the head of IT is moved to a cell which contains the
symbol f of some edge of E^, and the contents in WT2 and WT3 are deleted.
It is obvious that H has a solution if and only if M accepts H^ . Since WT1 uses
O(n log n) space, and both WT2 and WT3 use O(log n) space, M accepts PDGu in
O(n log n) space.
Let A be the following set of congurations of M :
A= fC j there exist distinct C1 and C2 such that C ‘M C1 and C ‘M C2g:
Then, obviously, M satises the three conditions (a){(c) of Lemma 1 in [5]. Therefore,
by Lemma 1 in [5] there exists a symmetric Turing machine which accepts PDGu in
O(n log n) space, and we can conclude that PDGu 2 SSPACE(n log n).
Theorem 3. The acyclic path discovery game problem played on undirected graphs
(PADGu) is NP-complete.
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Proof. It is obvious that the acyclic path discovery game problem is in NP since
each chessman is movable at most n − 1 times. Therefore, we show that CNF-SAT
is polynomial time reducible to APDGu. Let X = fx1; : : : ; xmg be a set of Boolean
variables, and let X 0= fx1; : : : ; xmg. Let F be the following conjunctive normal form:
F =C1C2    Cr;
where
Ci=(yi;1 + yi;2 +   + yi; ei); 16i6r; ei>1; yi; j 2 X [ X 0; 16j6ei:
Without loss of generality, we can assume that all variables in X are contained in F .
We show that a path discovery game H =(V; E; D; f; g; ar+1;K; I0) of which the board
is an undirected graph can be constructed in polynomial time, and that F is satisable
if and only if H has a solution.
First, the board G=(V; E) is constructed. G is the undirected graph constructed
from subgraphs of two kinds: one is the subgraphs constructed from each variable xi,
16i6m, and the other is the subgraphs constructed from each clause Cj, 16j6r.
For each variable xi, a graph Gxi =(Vxi ; Exi) is constructed, where
1. di, di;0, di;1 are elements in Vxi , and fdi; di;0g, fdi; di;1g are elements in Exi ,
2. If l literals yj1 ; k1 ; : : : ; yjl; kl are equal to xi, then c
1
j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; c
1
jl; kl , c
2
j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; c
2
jl; kl are ele-
ments in Vxi , and fdi;0; c1jl; klg, fc1jl; kl ; c1jl−1 ; kl−1g; : : : ; fc1j2 ; k2 , c1j1 ; k1g, fdi;0; c2j1 ; k1g, fc2j1 ; k1 ,
c2j2 ; k2g; : : : ; fc2jl−1 ; kl−1 , c2jl; klg are elements in Exi ,
3. If l0 literals yj01 ; k01 ; : : : ; yj0l0 ; k0l0 are equal to xi, then c
1
j01 ; k
0
1
; : : : ; c1j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
, c2j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; c
2
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
are
elements in Vxi , and fdi;1; c1j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
g, fc1j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
; c1j0
l0−1 ; k
0
l0−1
g; : : : ; fc1j02 ; k02 ; c
1
j01 ; k
0
1
g, fdi;1; c2j01 ; k01g,
fc2j01 ; k01 ; c
2
j02 ; k
0
2
g; : : : ; fc2j0
l0−1 ; k
0
l0−1
; c2j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
g are elements in Exi .
For each clause Ci=(yi;1 + yi;2 +    + yi; ei), ei>1, a graph GCi =(VCi ; ECi) is
constructed, where
VCi = fbig [ fdki; j j 16i6r; 16j6ei; 16k62g;
ECi = ffbi; d2i; jg; fd1i; j ; d2i; jg j 16i6r; 16j6eig:
From subgraphs Gxi and GCi the board G=(V; E) is constructed, where
V =

mS
i=1
Vxi

[

rS
i=1
VCi

[ fai j 16i6r + 1g;
E =

mS
i=1
Exi

[

rS
i=1
ECi

[ ffc2i; j ; d1i; jg j 16i6r; 16j6eig
[ ffai; big; fbi; ai+1g j 16i6rg:
A chessmen set D is dened as follows:
D=KING [ QUEEN [ BISHOP [ KNIGHT ;
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where
KING= fKg;
QUEEN = fQi j 16i6rg;
BISHOP=
(
Bi
 16i62
rP
j=1
ej
)
;
KNIGHT =
(
KNi
 16i62m+
rP
j=1
ej
)
:
The ranking function for nodes, f : V ! N, and the ranking function for chessmen,
g : D! N, are dened as follows:
f(v)=
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
1 if v 2 fai j 16i6r + 1g;
2 if v 2 fbi j 16i6rg;
3 if v 2 fcki; j j 16i6r; 16j6ei; 16k62g;
4 if v 2 fdki; j j 16i6r; 16j6ei; 16k62g
[ fdi; di;0; di;1 j 16i6mg;
g(S)=
8>><
>>:
1 if S 2 KING;
2 if S 2 QUEEN;
3 if S 2 BISHOP;
4 if S 2 KNIGHT:
Chessmen of the same rank are not distinguished as in Theorem 1. The initial position
I0 is dened as follows:
I0 = f[a1;K]g [ f[ai; ] j 26i6r + 1g [ f[bi;Q] j 16i6rg
[ f[c1i; j ; ]; [c2i; j ;B] j 16i6r; 16j6eig
[ f[d1i; j ;B]; [d2i; j ;KN] j 16i6r; 16j6eig
[ f[di; ]; [di;0;KN]; [di;1;KN] j 16i6mg:
For example, the initial position of the game constructed from F =(x1 + x2 + x3) 
(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)  (x1 + x3 + x4) is shown in Fig. 8.
Since it is obvious that H can be constructed in polynomial time, we show that F
is satisable if and only if H has an acyclic solution.
Assume that F is satisable. Then there is a truth assignment A : X ! f0; 1g which
satises F . For each variable xi if A(xi)= i0 then the chessman KN on di;i0 is moved
to di. For each xi if A(xi)= 0 then chessmen B on nodes c2j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; c
2
jl; kl are moved
to c1j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; c
1
jl; kl , respectively, chessmen B on d
1
j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; d
1
jl; kl are moved to c
2
j1 ; k1 ; : : : ;
c2jl; kl , respectively, and chessmen KN on d
2
j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; d
2
jl; kl are moved to d
1
j1 ; k1 ; : : : ; d
1
jl; kl ,
respectively. Similarly, if A(xi)= 1 then chessmen B on nodes c2j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; c
2
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
are
moved to c1j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; c
1
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
, respectively, chessmen B on d1j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; d
1
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
are moved
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Fig. 8. The initial position of the game H constructed from F = (x1+ x2+ x3):(x1+x2+x3+x4):(x1+ x3+ x4):
to c2j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; c
2
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
, respectively, and chessmen KN on d2j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; d
2
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
are moved to
d1j01 ; k01 ; : : : ; d
1
j0
l0 ; k
0
l0
, respectively.
Since F is satised for A, at least one of the literals yi;1; : : : ; yi; ei in each clause Ci
is equal to value 1 for A. If a literal yi; j is equal to value 1 for A, then there is no
chessman on d2i; j. Therefore, the chessman Q on bi can be moved to d
2
i; j. Consequently,
there is no chessman on any node b1; : : : ; br , and the chessman K on a1 can be moved
to the exit ar+1.
To give the proof in the other direction, we assume that F is unsatisable. Since
P : a1, b1; : : : ; ar , br , ar+1 is the only path to the exit for the special chessman K, all
chessmen Q on b1; : : : ; br must be removed from the path P. For each i to move Q
on bi from P, at least one chessman KN on d2i; j (16j6ei) must be moved to d
1
i; j.
Assume that the jth literal in the ith clause of F is xk (xk) and the j0th literal in the
i0th clause is xk (xk). By the way of the graph construction, KN on dk;0 (dk;1) must
be moved to dk to move KN on d2i; j to d
1
i; j. Then, KN on dk;1 (dk;0) cannot be moved
anywhere, and KN on d2i0 ; j0 is xed.
Assume that for each k the chessman KN on dk;lk is moved to dk (16k6m, lk 2
f0; 1g). We consider the following truth assignment A0 : X ! f0; 1g:
A0(xk)=

0 if KN on dk;0 is moved to dk ;
1 if KN on dk;1 is moved to dk :
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It is obvious that if a clause Ci is equal to 0 for A0, then all chessmen KN on d2i;1; : : : ; d
2
i; ei
cannot be moved anywhere.
Since F is unsatisable, there exists a clause which is equal to 0 for any truth
assignment. Therefore, even if either KN on dk;0 or on dk;1 is moved to dk for each k,
there exists i such that all KN on d2i;1; : : : ; d
2
i; ei cannot be moved anywhere. Then, the
chessman Q on bi cannot be moved anywhere, and consequently, the special chessman
K on a1 cannot be moved to the exit ar+1.
Corollary 1. The acyclic path discovery game problem played on directed graphs
(APDGd) is NP-complete.
Proof. Since each undirected edge fu; vg in a given undirected graph is replaced with
two directed edges (u; v) and (v; u), APDGu is polynomial time reducible to APDGd.
4. Conclusion
Though it is shown that the path discovery game problem played on undirected
graphs (PDGu) is in SSPACE(n log n), very thing for us to know is which classical
complexity class the problem belongs to. In this time being, it has been unsuccessful
for us to prove it. The problem seems to belong to PSPACE-NP but is not PSPACE-
complete. This is a remaining open question.
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